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CURRENTS
NEWS FOR THE EMPLOYEES OF AMSOL

With just 5 months left of this year, 
we thank AMSOLITES for continuously 
standing together during these days of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. 

We urge everyone to re-energise and 
re-focus on keeping healthy, working 
smartly, safely and productively! We 
share tips on remaining healthy and 
looking after your wellbeing. 

Connectivity these days is important. 
With WIFI installation completed on 
vessels based in South Africa in the 
fleet, we discuss this project with 
AMSOL’s ICT Manager and plans going 
forward. 

DID YOU KNOW? Qualifying employees 
can apply for educational assistance 
for their dependents. In this issue, 
we tell you how. We also celebrate 
AMSOLITES nominated as Value 
Champions during these challenging 
times and congratulate those receiving 
Long Service Awards. 

Pictured above: Earlier this month, 
Captain Russel Duse, Officers & Crew 
aboard the Emergency Towing Vessel 
‘SA Amandla’ showed their support for 
seafarers around the world who have been 
unable to return home due to COVID19 
Lockdown restrictions.

Q: Francois, what is the WIFI Installation project about 
and what can be expected from it?
A: We are installing WIFI onboard each vessel to enable 
our colleagues at sea to connect to the internet using any 
WIFI enabled device. Access to the internet from a vessel 
is unfortunately extremely expensive, especially when 
connected via satellite, and therefore each crew member 
will be supplied with a unique login name and password 
that will allow them to access a pre-set amount of data 
per day. 

Q: When did this project rollout and when can crew 
members start using the WIFI?
A: We started with the rollout in June this year and on the 
14th of July we completed the installation on the ‘Sisonke’ 
– which was the 10th vessel to receive WIFI. All vessels off 
the coast of South Africa now have WIFI and the crew 
have already been given access to the internet. 3 vessels 
operating outside of South Africa remain – ‘Messalo’, ‘Save 
River’ (both in Mozambique) and ‘Lombok’ (Namibia).

Q: Why are we installing WIFI onboard the vessels?
A: Seagoing employees sometimes spend months at 
a time away from their families and, without internet 
access, they have no way of communicating with them. 
This will allow crew members to communicate using 
e-mail, VoIP or instant messenger applications, for 
example WhatsApp and Facebook.

Q: Is there a process that crew members need to follow in 
accessing WIFI onboard?
A: Each crew member will connect to the vessel’s WIFI. 
No password is required to connect to the WIFI. Once 
connected, they will be redirected to a website that will 
prompt them for a login name and password which is 
unique to each crew member. They would need to enter 
these details and if they have entered the correct login 
name and password and have not depleted their daily 
data allowance, they will be connected to the internet.

Q: How much data will each seafarer have access to each 
day?
A: While we test the system, each crew member will receive 
50Mb of data per day. Once we are happy that the system 
is working as expected, and have upgraded the data 
packages onboard each vessel, we will be increasing this 
daily allowance. All vessels will be upgraded from 3G to 4G 
which will ensure a faster data connection. The upgrade 
has already been approved and involves replacing the 
cellphone routers onboard each vessel and adding a 4G 
antenna to boost the signal. As part of the upgrade, we 
have also upgraded the mobile data packages from 20Gb 
to 200Gb of data per month per vessel. Once this has been 
done, we will increase the 50Mb limit per user per day.

Q: Are there any limitations in using the WIFI?
A: Other than the daily usage limit, we also block 
malicious websites or sites that do not align with the ICT 
policy. Obviously, we expect all employees to adhere to the 
ICT policy as well as Online Media Usage guidelines.

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR YOUR CHILDREN!

As an important part of AMSOL’s value proposition to employees, the company 
administers an Educational Assistance Programme.

“The purpose of this programme is to provide financial assistance to qualifying 
permanent employees whose dependents require support for primary, secondary 
or tertiary education,” notes AMSOL’s ‘HR Advisor: Remuneration & Benefits’ 
Janine Dunn, who adds that employees should look out for more communication 
on the programme in September.  An email containing the relevant forms will 
be issued from ‘HR Communications’ in September inviting applications for 
assistance in 2021 from qualifying employees.

Employees wishing to apply should first consider the qualifying application 
criteria, as per the Policy, which are as follows:

It is important to note that all bursaries are awarded at the sole discretion of the Remuneration 
Committee (RemCom) and are subject to budget constraints.  Employees who are found to misrepresent 
information and act in a fraudulent manner will be subject to disciplinary action. Please ensure that all 
information submitted is verified and correct.

GETTING CONNECTED:

FLEET WIFI INSTALLATION 
UPDATE

Annual Income 
Threshold

Type of Employee

Length of Service

Assistance 
Capping

Description of 
Dependent

Academic Record

Educational Record

Categories

Educational 
Institutions

Coverage / Tuition 
fees means

Tax Implications

Up to an annual total of R300 000, including salary, bonuses, leave encashment 
and payment for overtime worked

Permanent, full time employee

At least 12 months unbroken service

Up to a maximum of R15 000 per employee irrespective of number of 
dependents (children)

A biological or legally adopted child, or where an employee is the legally appointed 
custodian of such child, who is fully dependent on the employee and does not earn 
his/her own salary. Employees are to submit the legal adoption papers
                  
Child must have passed his/her previous year of study

Must be intending to study full time, for a duration of not less than 12 months, 
except where semester courses are applicable

Grade R to Grade 12, as well as Tertiary Education

Primary & Secondary Education, Universities, Universities of Technology, TVET 
colleges 

Expenses covered which include Registration Fees + Tuition fees only 

The employee will be responsible for any tax implications (Fringe Benefit Tax)

Since Lockdown eased, the 
ICT Department has been 
focused on implementing the 
WIFI Installation project across the fleet. 
Communications Assistant Anathi Mjongile 
recently chatted with ICT Manager Francois 
Geldenhuys for an update.
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OBSERVATIONS
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Observation reporting has declined over 
the last 3 months, which is understandable 

with all the challenges, communications 
and additional actions required during the 

COVID19 lock down period. Please encourage 
reporting at sites and onboard.
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NEAR MISSES

As with observations, we report and close 
out near misses to prevent injuries, damages 

to assets and equipment & environmental 
incidents. Action taken to ensure timely close 

out of these has been noted and 
much appreciated.
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Halfway through 2020 and 10 of our colleagues 
have sustained minor injuries. Let us work 

together to achieve Goal Zero – and to ensure a 
safe and healthy working environment.

PERSONAL INJURIES
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ISO CERTIFICATION
A virtual ISO audit was successfully 
completed during the period 18 to 22 May 
2020 covering Durban, Mossel Bay and 
Cape Town.  AMSOL has subsequently 
achieved ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 
ISO 45001 certification with LRQA.

NEWSFLASH

HR@ HEALTH & WELLBEING IN A TIME OF COVID-19 

As the coronavirus pandemic rapidly sweeps across the world, it 
is causing a considerable degree of fear, worry and concern in the 
population at large and among certain groups, such as older adults, 
care providers and people with underlying health conditions.

In mental health terms, the main psychological impact 
is increased rates of stress or anxiety.  In addition, 
measures such as lockdown impacts many people’s 
usual activities, routines or livelihoods. This can lead 
to levels of loneliness, depression, harmful alcohol and 
drug use, and self-harm or suicidal behaviour.

Research done on the psychological impact of 
quarantine in response to epidemics in different 
parts of the world found significant and, in some 
cases, long-lasting negative effects. These included 
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), low mood, 
irritability, insomnia, anxiety, anger, and depression. 
This is due to the uncertainty lurking and that’s the 
one thing that we as human beings thrive on: knowing 
what’s going to happen in our day, knowing what the 
week ahead of us holds – and the sense of control it 
gives us… no matter how false that sense of control is.

It is interesting to note that in South Africa, mental 
illness, PTSD, is already common: the 2012 South 
African National Health and Nutrition Survey found 
that 1 in 5 South Africans had experienced at least 
one traumatic event, and 4% had PTSD symptoms. 
Those currently struggling with mental illness are at 
particular risk.

Below are some of the physiological (body) symptoms 
and psychological (mind) symptoms to be aware of:

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19

• Fever
• Dry cough
• Tiredness
• Aches/pains
• Sore throat
• Diarrhea

• Headache
• Loss of appetite
• Rash on the skin
• Difficulty Breathing
• Chest Pain
• Loss of speech/  
 movement

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19

• Despair
• Increased health   
 anxiety
• Fear for loved 
 one’s lives
• Decreased 
 financial security

• Triggers feelings of   
 hopelessness
• Decreased job   
 security
• Promotes social   
 withdrawal
• Loneliness

HOW CAN YOU COPE WITH THE STRESSORS OF 
COVID-19 BOTH PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY?
Now is the time to re-focus your energy on improving 
your mental health and resilience. It is crucial to stay 
socially connected while practising physical distancing, 
to stay informed from credible sources of information, 
and to keep to general healthy habits.

Practice self-care such as getting enough sleep and 
avoiding going to bed late, eating healthy, maintaining 
a good routine and drinking lots of water.

Exercise if you can by doing simple and easy exercises 
daily. Skipping or walking for a few minutes is better 
than doing nothing. Even if it means walking on the 
spot! So, if you can, get moving to your favourite 
tunes, do some yoga or lift some weights using what 
you have available to you. Did you know that a can 
of Baked Beans or a 5l water bottle makes for great 
weights? Exercise is good for mental and physical 
wellbeing and will boost your mood! Your body and 
mind will thank you for it – so get moving!

Set up buddy groups with family or friends and check 
in with each other regularly. Even diarising a weekly 
online coffee date can assist in offering support to 
anyone struggling or reach out to others if you need to. 

Distract yourself by taking up writing, engaging in 
activities such as cooking, baking, building puzzles, 
doing crossword puzzles or reading. Take things a day 
at a time and go with the flow.

Be kind to yourself. There will be times when you don’t 
feel up to anything and that’s fine too. It important 
to be good to yourself and recognise when you need a 
break.

Get professional help and ensure you continue to take 
your medication for existing mental and physical 
health problems. Although doctors can’t always see 
you face to face, some services are available virtually 
or through telephone consultations.

For further assistance, contact our EWP service 
provider Life EHS via the toll-free line 0800 004 770, 
SMS 31581, or email ewp@carewaysgroup.com. 
You can also WhatsApp 066 488 2273.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU 
THINK YOU HAVE COVID-19

Self-Isolate – stay at home 
and avoid contact with 

others

SHORE BASED EMPLOYEES

Do not physically go to your 
Doctor’s office or Hospital 

without the Doctor’s instruction

Advise your 
Line Manager

Symptoms 
of COVID-19 
include fever, 

cough, and 
shortness of 

breath

Contact your Doctor or the 
National COVID-19 Hotline 
(0800 029 999) and follow 

their guidance

SHIP BASED EMPLOYEES

Inform the Master Crew Member to self-isolate in cabin. If sharing 
a cabin, a different location onboard should be 
identified for isolation. Isolated crew member 

onboard is to wear a mask at all times

Master to contact the DPA 
and National COVID-19 Hotline 

for further guidance

0800 029 999

DPA
National Covid-19 Hotline

All work, recreational 
and living areas onboard 

to be sanitised by 
personnel in full PPE

BUNKER BARGE BASED EMPLOYEES

Self-Isolate – stay at home 
and avoid contact with 

others

 Inform the 
crewing department

 Contact your Doctor or the 
National COVID-19 Hotline 
(0800 029 999) and follow 

their guidance

Once your symptoms have 
cleared, go to your Doctor for 

confirmation that you are able 
to resume duties onboard

CELEBRATING 
LONG SERVICE 
We appreciate 
the significant 
commitment shown 
by our colleagues 
achieving Long 
Service Milestones 
in the next few 
months.

Zukile Ndlazi - September  

Lionel Alexander - August  
Jerome Talmarkes - August

Edrich Mcleod - August

10 YEARS

15 YEARS

20 YEARS
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Q: Kregan, what has the Durban Terminals team 
been doing differently to ensure that we delight 
our clients by meeting their safety standards? 
A: Over the past 12 months, we have not only been 
focusing directly on safety but rather redefining 
how we operate as a business unit to deliver 
service excellence by creating a high performance 
culture. A good safety performance is just one of 
the positive outcomes from this effort. 

My time at AMSOL has taught me various lessons 
about this operation, most of them based on how 
to effectively manage people who really are the 
foundation of our organisation. This suggested 
that we had to do something slightly different to 
get improved results.

Q: What were the key changes made in recent 
months? 
A: I have narrowed down the changes 
implemented into four principles:
1. Create a professional environment for excellence. 
2. Follow through with set policies and 

procedures and ensure good implementation.
3. Give employees individual responsibilities for 

which they can take ownership. 
4. Drive team accountability. 

Q: To implement these principles, what have you 
practically focused on?
A: 1. Leadership and Management: mentoring, 

guiding and supporting individuals and teams. 
2. Processes and Procedures: There has been an 

increased effort in internal skills transfer and 
development and as far as possible we have 
tried to reduce administrative requirements by 
streamlining processes and minimizing changes. 

3. Employee Wellbeing: By communicating with 
employees regularly to gauge individual and 
team health we can better understand any 
challenges they may be facing, create harmony 
and increase morale. 

4. Accountability: There has been renewed energy 
from managers and supervisors to drive 
accountability within their teams to deliver 
positive results.                         

Q: Do you think that a focus on these different 
elements has made a positive impact?
A: Our intent has been to create a high-
performance culture which operates consistently 
irrespective of any changes which may occur 
– this has been tested through the COVID-19 
pandemic and Lockdown in South Africa – and 
our project was successfully executed.

SHEQ LEADERSHIP 
IN ACTION

During May, AMSOL completed an 
Anchor Leg Replacement Project at 
the Single Buoy Mooring (SBM) in 
Durban for Client SAPREF. 

AMSOL’s CEO Paul Maclons recently 
spoke with Terminals Contract 
Manager Kregan Reddy to discuss 
the key elements of the project 
that ensured it was executed 
to international Safety, Health, 
Environment and Quality (SHEQ) 
standards all within time and budget 
– meeting client expectations.

AMSOL VALUES CHAMPIONS

AMSOLITES are doing great things across the company and what better way to 
show our appreciation than by acknowledging and recognising our fellow colleagues! 
The nominations received revolve around the AMSOL Values of “We Collaborate”, 
“We Are Self Disciplined” and “We Do More”.

‘SIYAKHULA’ CREW 
On the 26th of March 2020, South Africa went on a 
national lockdown due to the global pandemic. It was 
during this time that the Crew members onboard the 
‘Siyakhula’ showed exceptional teamwork, dedication 
and professionalism. The month of April was by far the 
most challenging with no shore leave or crew changes 
and a challenging project to execute, but the team 
pulled together in adapting to the new challenges 
and their dedication ensured smooth continuation of 
operations.  

“Without their support and contribution, the changes 
required and challenges to be overcome would not have 
been as easy as it has been.” - Captain D Erasmus

‘SAVE RIVER’, ‘MESSALO’, ‘LOMBOK’ 
We would also like to show appreciation for our crew working in remote areas: AMSOLITES aboard these three 
vessels have faced operational challenges, cramped accommodation, and on top of that being isolated from 
AMSOL support during extended tours of duties. We extend sincere appreciation to these 3 seagoing teams! 

KURT DANIELS (COOK)  
Doing what you say you will do even 
when no one is looking is key in our 
line of business. Kurt has proved to be 
very self-disciplined in the years that 
he has been with the company. He 
works safely, delivering under difficult 
conditions and always goes the extra 
mile for his team.  

As a cook, Kurt has earned the trust of the crew and 
is a person they can always depend on to assist. He 
is always going above and beyond, never slipping on 
his exceptional standards and always does this with a 
smile.  A true representative of our AMSOL values!

ZAMOKUHLE DUBA (2ND 
ENGINEER)   
As a company, we promote growth and 
continuous improvement so that we can 
better our service. Zamokuhle is always 
doing more, he is open to suggestions 
and change, he continuously learns and 
challenges himself in order to grow and 
improve. 

Zamokuhle is currently a Second Engineer working in 
the Durban Terminals fleet. He has been consistent in 
his actions and is forever willing to lend a hand where 
he can contribute. Those that work closely with him see 
him as a true champion and an example of someone 
living the AMSOL values in everything he does. 

We congratulate AMSOLITES nominated aboard the ‘Siyakhula’, ‘Lombok’, ‘Save River’, ‘Messalo’ as well as Kurt 
and Zamokuhle and thank them for displaying the Company Values and being an example to other AMSOLITES. 
This recognition is well deserved! And thank you to those who take the time to identify and nominate our Values 
Champions. It is much appreciated.

We are sure that there are many more AMSOLITES living the shared values and who are a great example to many. 
We would like to hear about them too! So, don’t forget to send through your nominations to hr.comms@amsol.co.za

‘SAVE RIVER’ DRY-DOCKING:  The ‘Save River’ underwent dry-docking in 
Beira, Mozambique in early July. (Right)

STS TRANSFER:  On the 9th July AMSOL 
managed a Ship-to-Ship (STS) transfer from 
the ‘Vemahope’ to the ‘Carabobo’ off St. Helena 
Bay. Approximately 5050 metric tonnes of low 
sulphur marine gas oil was safely transferred. (Left)

MOSSEL BAY:  On the 19th of June, the Mossel Bay team 
completed a loading operation at the Catenary Buoy 
Mooring (CBM) of approximately 4000 metric tonnes of 
chemical product for client PetroSA. TNPA’s tug ‘Artic Tern’ 
is pictured assisting with the berthing. (Right)

EMERGENCY TOWAGE:  The AHTSV ‘Pacific Dolphin’, chartered by AMSOL, 
connected a towline to the disabled tanker ‘Yuan Hua Hu’ anchored off 
Port St Johns on 30th May, after she came dangerously close to running aground. Prior to her arrival on the 
scene, AMSOL’s tug ‘Siyanda’, under Captain Michael Mdluli, ensured she held position and did not run aground. 
The ‘Siyanda’ then escorted both vessels to the Port of Durban.

CHALLENGING TOW JOB:  At the end of May, the ‘SA Amandla’ was 
engaged in towing the fishing trawler ‘Kostar’ from the Southern Ocean 
to Cape Town. The difficulty of the tow was exacerbated by the ‘Kostar’ 
having lost her rudder and sheering heavily, as well as having to contend 
with the weather. At one stage the ‘Kostar’s’ centre fairlead carried away 
and the team aboard the ‘SA Amandla’ had to construct a jury rig which 
enabled the tow to be safely delivered to Cape Town. The ‘SA Amandla’ 
arrived back in Cape Town on Saturday 6th June 2020 and the ‘Kostar’ 
and her crew (who had subsequently rejoined the vessel) were safely delivered back to her Owners. Offshore 
Marine Services’ Dave Murray: “We acknowledge the exceptional teamwork displayed by all role players, more so 
because of the very difficult circumstances experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic.” (Above)

ON THE OPERATIONAL FRONT...

Pictured above the ‘Siyakhula’ Crew members. Front row: Cook Brian Steyn, 
O. Seaman Wandile Bukhosini, Second Engineer Marcus Mothusi.
Back Row: Junior Officer ENG Nkululeko Mhlope, Junior Officer DECK Sihle 
Chili, Chief Engineer Tshipi Balatseng, Captain Dawie Erasmus, Chief Officer 
Edrich McLeod, Bosun Brakkies Geduld. Photo Credit: Byron Pitt




